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MINERALOGICAL SOCIETY
REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES’ FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2014
The trustees present their annual report along with the audited financial statements of the charity for the year ended 30 June 2014.
The Financial Statements have been prepared in accordance with the accounting policies set out on page 31 and comply with the
charity’s governing document instituted on 3 February 1876 (Bye-Laws March 2014 revision) the requirements of the Charities Act
1993 as amended by the Charities Act 2006 and the Statement of Recommended Practice ‘Accounting and Reporting by Charities’
2005.
STRUCTURE, GOVERNANCE AND MANAGEMENT
The Society is an unincorporated body and its legal status is as a charity under UK Law, Registered Charity Number 233706. Its
governing document is its Bye-Laws. The Society, a membership organisation, includes Honorary Fellows, Fellows, Members,
Honorary Members, Life Members, Life Fellows, Emeritus Members, Emeritus Fellows, Honorary Life Fellows and Student
Members who are elected as prescribed by the Bye-Laws of the Society. All members of the Society are eligible for membership of
seven special interest groups. The Society is governed by a Council consisting of a President, a General Secretary, a Treasurer,
Publications Manager, Public Relations Officer, and the Principal Editors of Mineralogical Magazine and Clay Minerals, the
Publications Manager and up to 13 ordinary members. Two Vice-Presidents are nominated from among the elected Council
members. Council members are proposed by four Members of the Society and elected by the Council except in cases where an
election is required. The administration of the Society is undertaken by staff from its General Office in Twickenham, which is under
the supervision of the Executive Director.
The Society has eight special interest groups, each managed by a committee. The eight groups are: the Applied Mineralogy Group,
the Clay Minerals Group, the Environmental Mineralogy Group, the Geochemistry Group, the Geomicrobiology Network, the
Metamorphic Studies Group, the Mineral Physics Group, and the Volcanic & Magmatic Studies Group. The Geochemistry Group,
the Metamorphic Studies Group and the Volcanic & Magmatic Studies Group are joint Groups with the Geological Society of
London with which a formal Memorandum of Understanding was signed in 2001 covering a number of areas for co-operation.
Trustee Induction and Training
On election to the Council of the Mineralogical Society, an individual assumes a number of responsibilities. It is incumbent upon
those new council members to familiarise themselves with their new responsibilities. This is achieved by reading the Society’s ByeLaws thoroughly as well as reading the Charity Commission Document on the ‘Responsibilities of a charity trustee’. Trustees are
reminded that they are accountable in law for the good governance of the Society. The term of office for a Council Member is three
years, meaning that there will be nine Council Meetings during a term of office. Members are expected to attend all of these
meetings. It is also taken that they have familiarized themselves with the paperwork circulated prior to these meetings and be
prepared to contribute to the relevant discussions. Membership of any of the standing or impromptu subcommittees is encouraged
and sometimes may be a more direct means of contributing to the development of the Society.
All newly elected officers managing trustees and Council Members need to confirm to the Executive Director that they have read
and understood their responsibilities accordingly.
Committees
The Society has two formal administrative committees which meet regularly to discuss the running of the Society, i.e. its finance,
publications, meetings etc., as well as all matters of policy. These are: the Finance/Officers Committee, a committee which includes
the President, the General Secretary, the Treasurer, the Publications Manager, and the Principal Editors of the two journals and up
to four Custodian Trustees. Since the beginning of 2004 the Finance Committee has been subsumed into the new combined
Finance/Officers’ Committee. In acknowledgement of the increasing volume of work in the publications area with the advent of
online publishing, a revival of the Publications Committee was introduced in February 2004. The decisions of the Publications
Committee are reported to Officers by the Publications Manager. The governing body of the Society is the Council, which
comprises the actual charity trustees of the Society, i.e. those who are legally responsible under charity law for the running of the
organisation. The Council includes the officers, the chairpersons or nominated representatives of the seven special interest groups,
and six Fellows or Members who are elected to the position of ordinary member of Council.
Volunteers
In addition to those who volunteer to serve as members of the committees, there are other members who give of their time to
benefit the Society and the subject by writing material for publication by the Society, editing such material, by organizing
conferences, including short-courses, field trips etc. (for mineral scientists and for the public at large), and by offering expertise on
areas such as web-site and database management, marketing, design, photography etc. Without such support, running of the
Society would undoubtedly be less efficient.
Website
The Society’s website is located at www.minersoc.org and contains up-to-date information about the Society, its publications and its
meetings. The website is managed and updated by the Executive Director.
OBJECTIVES AND ACTIVITIES FOR THE PUBLIC BENEFIT
The object of the Mineralogical Society of Great Britain and Ireland, with which the Crystallological Society was amalgamated on 11
December 1883, is to promote and encourage the study of the science of Mineralogy, and its applications to other subjects
including Petrology, Geochemistry, and Crystallography. In furtherance of the said objects of the Society but not otherwise the
Council of the Society may: publish or cause to be published such periodical and other publications as it thinks fit, establish special
interest groups, hold or arrange to be held seminars, conferences or other forms of discussion, award prizes, medals and
exhibitions, receive donations or bequests for any general or special purpose connected with the object of the Society, establish or
support any charitable institution having object similar to the object of the Society, do all such other things as shall further the
attainment of the object of the Society.
In setting our aims and objectives and planning our future activities the trustees have given careful consideration to the Charity
Commission’s general guidance on public benefit and in particular to its supplementary public benefit guidance on advancing
education.
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Membership
During the year 2013/2014 the Society had a net loss of 100 members (18 members resigned, 2 members died and 155 members
were removed by default and 75 new members joined).
At the end of June 2014 there were 6 Honorary Life Fellows, 15 Honorary Fellows, 44 Life Members, 9 Emeritus members and 841
Fellows and Members. These figures do not include 299 Student Members who are receiving free membership of the society for
one year.
RISK MANAGEMENT
The Trustees have considered and reviewed the major risks to which the Society is exposed. The Trustees have a risk
management strategy which comprises a regular review of the risks to the Society and the establishment of systems and
procedures to identify those risks to enable the Trustees to implement action to minimise any potential impact on the Society that
should arise.
A key element of the management of financial risk is via a review of the reserves policy and objectives of achieving:
1. Long-term capital growth to ensure the future sustainability of the Society;
2. An income return to support the activities of the Society by:a. providing financial support for meetings and conferences;
b. providing financial support for journals when needed;
c. providing monies for donations and awards;
d. contributing to the cost of the administration needed to support the Society’s activities.
The principal funding sources for the Society are the income from investments and conferences and from the publication of journals
and books.
RESERVES POLICY
The balance held as unrestricted funds at the 30 June 2014 was £1,298,023.26 of which £216,805.47 is regarded as free reserves
against an annual spending of £457,921.73. This equates to approximately six months of unrestricted charitable expenditure. The
Trustees consider that this level will provide sufficient funds having regard to the Society’s main income stream which comes from
scientific publishing. The Society is actively pursuing policies which will place it in a good financial position to maintain or improve its
income from online publishing, and at the same time increase the readership of its journals.
INVESTMENT POLICY AND PERFORMANCE
Under the Bye-Laws the Society Trustees have appointed investment managers to implement the investment strategy and protect
the safety of the underlying funds. Cazenove Capital Management Limited were appointed during 2012 as investment managers.
The investment targets are a 1% growth in capital and a 4% return of income.
K.M. Goodenough
ANNUAL REPORT OF COUNCIL
Bursaries
The purpose of the Bursary Scheme is to support academic work by: allowing attendance at overseas conferences and meetings;
encouraging international collaboration, involving research of high merit; or supporting fieldwork. Applications are vetted by the
Society’s Awards Committee.
Three awards were made in the Senior Bursary category this year: J. Harvey (£500), G.L. Pesce (£500) and E. Versteegh (£500).
Twenty awards were made in the Student Bursary category this year: M. Allen (£400), A. Band (£200), J. Bedford (£400), M. Berg
(£200), S. Broom-Fendley (£500), U.O. Chukwura (£500), M.M. Daswani (£500), L. Faggetter (£300), E. Fallon (£500), H. Haghi
(£400), H. Hughes (£500), E. Hunt (£350), A. Jeffrey (£250), X. Ke (£300), A. Keatley (£473), S. Martin (£500), C. McLean (£500),
L. Newsome (£500) and C. Spencer (£250).
Clay Minerals Group
Committee Changes
A committee meeting was held by telephone on the 2nd May. John Adams stood down as chairperson, and Chris Greenwell
agreed to stand for 3 years (proposed by Harry Shaw; seconded by Chris Jeans).
Promotional Activity
Barracuda displays have been prepared for CMG related conference activity.
Research in Progress Meeting
The RiP meeting was scheduled for March 2014 but owing to low sign up was rescheduled for September. There are 45
registrations for the revised date.
CMG-supported activities
Andy Aplin (Durham) spoke at the 2013 BSRG meeting in Hull, December 2013. A paper for the society journal has been
requested. A number of CMG members attended the Minerals for Life conference in June 2013 in Edinburgh. CMG supported a
1⁄2 day session (11 oral presentations and 11 posters) and sponsored a speaker (Schieber, Univ of Indiana) at the International
Association of Sedimentology meeting in Manchester, September 2013. CMG supported Richard Ball (Bristol) to attend the
Cement and Concrete Science, Portsmouth, September 2013 and produce a paper for Clay Minerals.
Euroclay 2015
Steve Hillier has updated the committee and the Euroclay Conference working group have continued to make good progress. A
workshop has been organised by Reiner Dohrman, Thorsten Schaffer and Chris Greenwell. Fundraising is going well.
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Geochemistry Group
The Group held a ‘Research in Progress’ meeting on March 5th 2014 at the Open University, Milton Keynes. This was the third
successive annual meeting that was well supported by the community. The meeting was attended by over 50 delegates from
universities across the UK. The meeting also attracted two high-profile keynote speakers, including one from France. Support for
the meeting came from Savillex-Qmx, Nu Instruments, Thermo Fischer and the OU’s Centre for Earth, Planetary, Space and
Astronomical Research (CEPSAR). Four students received best presentation awards (two for oral and two for poster presentations),
which were presented by our keynote speakers and the industrial representatives. The RiP meeting netted a surplus of £1140 which
has been earmarked for supporting future student bursaries.
Committee Meetings: The group holds committee meetings three times per year during which we consider student travel bursary
applications, organization of the RiP and other meetings, and support for other community meetings. In addition, we hold our AGM
during the RiP meeting.
Student Bursaries: The Geochemistry Group continues to attract a large number of applications for student travel bursaries from a
range of universities. In this reporting period we funded 8 students from a total of 10 applications. The funded students attended a
variety of conferences and meetings.
Meeting sponsorship and other meeting organisations: The Geochemistry Group supported the ‘Building Strong Continents’
meeting of the Metamorphic Studies Group through a contribution of £150.
Friends of the Geochemistry Group (FoGG): Our most recent initiative has involved the publication of a FoGG newsletter on a
biannual basis. This newsletter includes an interview with a well known member of the UK geochemistry community and also
includes reports from the Student Travel Bursaries as well as student-led summaries of the recent RiP meeting and other
conferences. Distribution of this newsletter to the UK geochemistry community is achieved via a JISC e-mail listserv account, which
has helped to increase the visibility of the group.
Geochemistry Group Committee Membership
Chair – Dr Mahesh Anand (Open University)
Secretary – Dr Christopher Pearce (University of Southampton)
Treasurer – Dr Jason Harvey (Leeds University)
Other committee members: Dr Pallavi Anand (Open University, non-voting member); Caroline Barnet (Leeds University, student
representative); Dr Anna Bird (University of Hull); Dr Chris Dale (Durham University); Dr Hilary Downes (Birkbeck College); Dr Wes
Fraser (Oxford Brookes); Dr Sam Hammond (Open University); Dr Kate Hendry (University of Bristol); Dr Christina Manning (Royal
Holloway); Dr Julie Prytulak (Imperial College London); Dr Philip von Strandmann (University College London).
Applied Mineralogy Group
Meetings with AMG involvement:
Building Strong Continents (September 2013, Portsmouth, organised by the MSG). This went well and attracted approximately 80
participants. AMG provided sponsorship for a guest speaker (Jeremy Richards).
Mineral Deposits Studies Group (MDSG) 5th-7th January 2014
AMG supported the 37th annual meeting of the MDSG which was hosted at, and organised by, the University of Oxford. The AMG
money was used to support a keynote speaker for the ‘Critical Metals’ theme.
North Atlantic Craton meeting, St Andrews, 19-21 March, 2014.
The North Atlantic Craton meeting in St Andrews was fully booked and attended by an enthusiastic group of home and international
participants. It was well supported financially by industry and by attendees from industry. The subsequent field trip was also well
appreciated. AMG's contribution (finance, organization, presentation) was well acknowledged.
Committee Meetings: We hold committee meetings twice a year (usually September and March) during which we consider student
bursary applications, meetings and other current issues (in particular the future status and direction of the group). In addition, we
hold our AGM during the Autumn meeting.
Student Bursaries: Dóra Kavecsánszki (CSM University of Exeter) was awarded £400 to attend the IMA meeting in South Africa.
COM finance: It has been agreed that the fund should be returned to the COM, after 40 years of AMG administration.
AMG Committee Membership:
Current members of the AMG Committee are: David Alderton (Chair), John Bowles (Treasurer), Gavyn Rollinson (Secretary),
Caroline Kirk, Paul Lusty, Mike Rumsey, Frances Wall, Mark Tyrer, Linda Campbell, Dan Smith, Jon Naden, Sam Broom-Fendley,
Simon Dominy. Joe Pickles
Geomicrobiology Network
The Geomicrobiology Network was officially ratified at the Society AGM held in March 2014. It is co-funded by the Society for
General Microbiology for an initial period of three years. In an informal existence during 2012 the group had held a meeting of ~80
people in Manchester and at the time of this report, plans were well in hand for a second meeting, in Newcastle in September 2014,
of a similar community of people. A strong line up of speakers is in place, including keynotes from Steve Larter (Calgary) and
Fridrich Widdel (Bremen), and workshops on cross-disciplinary techniques and microbial uncertainties in industrial applications.
The latter is being used to support the Network’s first position document for wider dissemination. The new group adds to the
scientific breadth of the Society and plans are already in hand for collaboration with the other Mineralogical Society special interest
groups and further afield. For example, the 2015 RIP meeting will be held with the EMG, and further meetings are in advanced
planning with the EMG and Clay Minerals Group. The Network is also discussing contributing to upcoming ‘Society for General
Microbiology’ meetings on behalf of the Society.
The EMG Committee will meet at least twice a year, with an additional annual general meeting which we hope to combine with the
RiP.
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The current committee consists of
Chair: Prof. Jon Lloyd, University of Manchester (2014–2017)
Secretary: Dr Vern Phoenix, University of Glasgow (2014–2017)
Treasurer: Prof. Geoff Gadd, University of Dundee (2014–2017)
Communications Officer & Postdoctoral Rep: Dr Sophie Nixon, University of Edinburgh (2014–2017)
Postgraduate Rep: Dr Angela Sherry, University of Newcastle (2014–2017)
Member: Dr Tom Clarke, University of East Anglia (2014–2017)
Member: Prof. Charles Cockell, University of Edinburgh (2014–2017)
Member: Dr Victoria Coker, University of Manchester (2014–2017)
Member: Prof. Ian Head, University of Newcastle (2014–2017)
Member: Prof. Barrie Johnson, University of Bangor (2014–2017)
Member: Prof. Lynne Macaskie, University of Birmingham (2014–2017)
Member: Prof. John Parkes, University of Bristol (2014–2017)
Member: Dr Jo Santini, University College London (2014–2017)
Metamorphic Studies Group
Research in Progress (RiP) Meeting:
The Metamorphic Studies Group held their ‘Research in Progress’ meeting and AGM on March 12th 2014 at the Open University,
Milton Keynes. This was the first time for many years that the meeting had not been held in Cambridge. Rob Strachan from
Portsmouth gave an excellent Keynote talk. The meeting was attended by 49 delegates (23 students) from 11 UK and European
institutions – the highest attendance we have had in many years. Two students received best presentation awards (one for oral and
one for poster presentations). The University of Leeds has agreed to host the next RiP meeting on March 16th 2015.
Committee Meetings
We held a committee meeting on 12th March 2014 and another is planned for 23rd October 2014. We discussed the organisation
of future RiP meetings, future MSG strategy and plans for supporting a metamorphic field trip in the Shetlands in 2015.
Student Bursaries:
The Metamorphic Group generally attracts 5–10 applications per year for student travel bursaries from a range of universities.
Student travel bursaries were advertised at RiP this year but we received no applications. We plan to use the 2014 funds for
subsidizing student places on a fieldtrip to the Shetlands in July 2015. The next deadline for bursary applications will be April 2015
and this will be publicized on our GeolSoc and MinSoc webpages as well as circulated to departmental contacts.
Metamorphic Studies Group Committee Membership
Chair – Prof Nigel Harris (Open University), (represented on Council by Prof. P.J. Treloar)
Secretary – Dr Clare Warren (Open University)
Treasurer – Dr Emilie Bruand (Portsmouth University)
Other committee members:
Dr Tom Argles (Open University); Dr Anna Bird (Hull University); Dr Kate Brodie (Manchester University); Dr Silvio Ferrero
(Potsdam); Dr Nick Roberts (NIGL); Prof Peter Treloar (Kingston University); Dr Dave Waters (Oxford University)
Mineral Physics Group
The MPG was involved in organising and supporting the ppv@10 meeting in Bristol (25–27 June 2014) to celebrate the 10th
anniversary of the discovery of the post-perovskite phase. The ppv@10 meeting attracted a global spread of eminent workers in
mineral physics, seismology, geodynamics, petrology and other fields, totalling 43 senior and junior attendees. Fourteen invited
speakers from the US, Japan, France, Germany and the UK presented reviews of the last 10 years alongside new and exciting new
work. Over the course of two days, five oral sessions examined the impact and explanations arising from the discovery of postperovskite from a variety of perspectives. Poster sessions covered diverse topics ranging from the modelling and observation of D''
seismic anisotropy, to post-perovskite deformation experimental data, to the thermal properties of ppv, via normal mode sensitivity
to ppv's presence in the lower mantle.
Dan Shim and Thorne Lay wrote a nice summary of the meeting in Nature Geoscience:
http://www1.gly.bris.ac.uk/CoMITAC/ppvmeeting.htm
This meeting also attracted additional support from the British Geophysical Association, and we are keen to explore forging closer
links between the MPG and the BGA in the future.
In addition, over the period of the Annual report the MPG also continued is involvement and support for the annual UK Magnetic
Interactions meeting (Lancaster, January 2014), supported the UK Luminescence and ESR Dating Conference (St Andrews, August
2013), supporting an Invited speaker at the MSG supported “Building Strong Continents” meeting in Portsmouth (August 2013) (Dr
Ian Barstow, Imperial), and supported the 2014 Fermor meeting of the Geological Society of London on “Comparative Planetology”.
Volcanic and Magmatic Studies Group
Research in Progress Meeting. The 50th anniversary year of VMSG got off to an excellent start with the 3-day annual meeting in
Edinburgh, 6th-8th January 2014. Set in the John McIntyre Conference Centre that sits cheek-by-jowl with Arthur’s Seat, the
meeting was an impressive showcase for national and international research. The meeting attracted 225 delegates, of whom about
half were students, from a wide range of countries.
The instigators of the Volcanic Studies Group, in the hazy days of 1964, would have been impressed by the turnout and by the
presentations at the 2014 meeting, which itself is a measure of the continuing success of the group. VMSG2014 began with a tour
around Arthur’s Seat, and the conference comprised 40 talks (25 from students) and 118 posters (65 from students). Sally Gibson
(Cambridge) gave the first talk, the Hallimond Lecture of the Mineralogical Society, and eloquently introduced the 50th ‘theme’ that
pervaded several other talks. The meeting was crowned by the dinner at Our Dynamic Earth, close to Holyrood, where the VMSG
Award for 2014 was presented to Jon Davidson (Durham), and the VMSG Lifetime Achievement Award was presented to Steve
Sparks (Bristol). That same evening, a citation was made to Sue Loughlin (BGS) for her recent award of an MBE in the New Year’s
Honours.
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Shelly Tyson (Lancaster) won the Bob Hunter Prize for the Best Student Talk, with Harriett Rawson (Oxford) and Eleanor Jennings
(Cambridge) as runners-up; and Luke Hepworth (Keele) won the Geoff Brown Award the for the best student poster, with Maddy
Berg (Edinburgh) and Peter Fawdon (Open) as runners-up. Congratulations to all; the assessors were very impressed by the high
standards of the oral and poster presentations.
Such a conference does not by itself appear. Many thanks to John Stevenson and Evgenia Ilyinskaya for leading the team, and to
those organization which made donations: BSG, Cameca, OMV, Macintosh Consultancy, ThermoFisher Scientific, Springer, FEI,
Adrok and Panalytical.
Committee Meetings. We hold two meetings a year. The first was held on 6th January during the RiP meeting, during which we also
held the AGM. (The summer 2014 meeting was held in Norwich, the venue of VMSG2015, on 18th July, just after the period of this
report).
Student Bursaries. Only one bursary application was submitted in the December round, but 16 were received in the June round
using the new on-line application process. All of the applications for the June round were supported.
Meeting sponsorship. The Group sponsored two international meetings during this period. ‘Building Strong Continents: growth,
stabilisation, preservation and recycling’, was held at the University of Portsmouth 2nd-4th September 2013, supporting a keynote
lecture by Richard Ernst from the University of Ottawa.
Communications. VMSG produces a regular Newsletter, and has an active website at http://www.vmsg.org.uk/home/. VMSG
Facebook has 427 members and is a popular place for VMSG business to be disseminated to the wider community, but in addition
the community posts information such as upcoming field trips, conference sessions, and volcano news. The Twitter account has
449 followers and is growing slowly. It is largely used to disseminate information, e.g. conference deadlines. It is also used to live
tweet the VMSG annual conference and AGM.
VMSG Committee Membership
Chair: Andy Saunders (Leicester) 2011–2015
Secretary: Kate Dobson (Manchester) 2008–2015
Treasurer: Mike Widdowson (Open University) 2008–2015
Lorraine Field (British Geological Survey) 2013–2016
Madeleine Humphreys (Oxford) 2012–2015
Adrian Jones (University College, London) 2012–2015
Sue Loughlin (British Geological Survey) 2013–2016
Craig Magee (Imperial College, London) 2014–2017
Chiara Petrone (Natural History Museum) 2014–2017
Jen Truby (Durham) 2014-2015 (Student Representative)
Becky Williams (Hull) 2012–2015 (Newsletter & Twitter)
Pete Marshall (Open University) 2012–2014 co-opted Webmaster
Environmental Mineralogy Group
Research in Progress Meetings
The 2014 RiP was held jointly with the Clay Minerals Group at Durham University, and hosted by Dr Chris Greenwell. There were ~
40 attendees and 2 keynote speakers, Prof. Jon Lloyd at University of Manchester and Dr Loredana Brinza at Diamond Light
Source. The day also featured 2 mini workshops on mineral surface characterization techniques, scanning electron microscopy and
atomic force microscopy, provided free of charge by Durham University staff and making use of the universities facilities. This is the
first jointly held RiP that the EMG have held and following on from its success we are now planning RiP 2015 to be jointly held with
the new Geomicrobiology Network at University of Leeds on 24th June 2015.
In addition to the keynote and student talks, the presentation of the Mineralogical Society’s Max Hey Medal 2014 was made to Dr
Chris Greenwell by Mineralogical Society Vice President Dr Caroline Peacock at the RiP 2014.
Committee Meetings
The EMG Committee meets twice a year, during which we consider organization of the RiP and other meetings, and sponsoring
other community meetings, etc. We also meet additionally once a year for our annual general meeting which typically coincides with
the RiP.
Student Bursaries
The EMG offer student travel bursaries for students presenting a talk or a poster at the RiP. We have also recently created a Seed
Corn Funding Initiative, which we plan to launch before RiP 2015. In this new scheme we will offer up to £500 twice a year to early
career researchers (postdoctoral, fixed-term research fellow or fixed-term academic appointment) in the disciplines of environmental
mineralogy and biogeochemistry, to facilitate seed-corn research and/or pump-priming ideas, that are expected to lead to
publication and/or research funding applications.
Meeting Sponsorship and Other Meetings Organization
The EMG were part of the scientific committee of the IGDTP Geodisposal 2014 conference.
EMG Committee Membership
The EMG Committee now stands as:
Chair: Dr Caroline Peacock, University of Leeds (2012-2015)
Secretary: Dr Claire Corkhill, University of Sheffield (2014-2017)
Treasurer: Dr Victoria Coker, University of Manchester (2013-2016)
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Communications Officer & Postdoctoral Rep: Dr Andrew Bray, University of Leeds (2014-2017)
Postgraduate Rep: Mr. Oliver Moore, University of Bristol (2014-2017)
Industrial Rep: Dr Divyesh Trivedi, National Nuclear Laboratory (2013-2016)
Industrial Rep: Dr Jeremy Rushton, British Geological Survey (2013-2016)
Member: Dr Heather Buss, University of Bristol (2013-2016)
Member: Dr Loredana Brinza, Diamond Light Source (2013-2016)
Member: Prof. David Read, Loughborough University (2013-2016)
Mineralogical Magazine
The Journal continued to publish manuscripts in a timely fashion thanks to the efforts of our new Production Editor, Helen Kerbey.
The Principal Editors wish to commend her for her excellent copy-editing work and attention to detail. We thank Kevin Murphy for
guiding Helen through the operations of the production process. We also wish to thank Robert Preston for continuing to provide the
well-designed lay-out for the journal. Overall we are of the opinion that the style and format of the papers published in Mineralogical
Magazine are far superior to those of our immediate competitors. That we are able to provide full-colour imagery without charge
definitely gives us an advantage and no doubt accounts for the increasing number of papers concerned with crystal structures
submitted to the journal.
During the past year our impact factor dropped from 2.212 in 2012 to 1.898 in 2013/14 and thus below that of American
Mineralogist (2.059) but better than that of the European Journal of Mineralogy (1.506).
Of the papers published from Nov 2013 to June 2014, a majority were in the field of crystallography associated with mineralogical
matters and less were in the field of general mineralogy/petrology and environmental mineralogy. Statistics to hand are appended
below, together with subject distribution and senior authorship by country. Note that Italy has remained the source our most
important contributions for the past three years, especially with respect to crystallographic articles. In a sense, this is no surprise
given the strength of research in mineralogical science in that country. It is very noticeable that submissions from the UK and in
particular members of Min. Soc. remain very low!
The apparent bias towards crystallography in 2013-2014 originates from the special open access volume [#78(3)] devoted to the
International Year of Crystallography. Stuart Mills is thanked for acting as guest editor for this important issue.
Special issues prepared this year include:
A thematic set of eight papers on ‘GEOLIFE – Geomaterials for the environment, technology and human activities’ arising out of the
Goldschmidt 2013 conference (to be published in October/November 2014). The guest editors were Roberta Oberti, Simona
Quartieri, Roy Wogelius and Reto Gieré.
Some 22 papers have been submitted to a MINSC/CO2 special issue. Publication as an open access online only issue is expected
before the end of the 2014. MINSC is a European FP& Marie Curie Initial Training network that addresses the current and future
challenges of mineral scale formation. The guest editors are Thomas Rinder and Tomascz Stawski.
An additional batch of 40+ papers on geodisposal of radioactive waste (IGD-TP-2014) are also in train. These will also appear as an
online-only Open Access issue in mid-2015. Kath Morris, Nick Evans and Nick Bryan are thanked for acting as guest editors.
Submission of a series of papers arising from the North Atlantic Craton conference (St Andrews University, March 2104) is
expected in late 2014.
Of the 194 manuscripts submitted from January to October 2014, 15 were rejected or withdrawn. Reasons for rejection range from
poor quality science to material unsuitable for the journal. We are not concerned about the rejection rate and see no reason to
increase or decrease the number of rejections as the majority of accepted submissions are of high quality.
Editorial Board
We wish to give particular thanks to our Editorial Board Members. Without their dedication it would not be possible to publish the
Mineralogical Magazine. We are particularly pleased that many of our EBMs continue to serve the Society for many years, and long
after the ‘official’ end of their term. Wilson Crichton has now left the editorial board and is thanked for his work.
New members of the editorial board (EBM) are as follows:
(1) Linda Campell, University of Manchester.
(2) Juraj Majzlan, University of Jena, Germany.
(3) Brian O’Driscoll, University of Manchester.
(4) Mike Rumsey (Natural History Museum, London) will join the Board in January 2015.
(5) Tony Kampf (Los Angeles Natural History Museum) will join the Board in January 2015.
Stuart Mills has kindly consented to act as Reviews Editor in addition to his normal EBM role.
As a result of discussions held at IMA2014, a new initiative concerning theoretical mineralogy has emerged. Professors Sergey
Krivovichev, Frank Hawthorne and Peter Burns brought focus to bear on this and consider that a single journal should be the
vehicle for publication. Pete Williams was approached with respect to the preferred choice of Min. Mag. This was agreed after
consultation with Kevin Murphy. It was also agreed that Mark Welch would act as EBM for papers in the series as they accrue. This
initiative is, of course, additional to the review series that Stuart Mills will handle.
STATISTICS DECEMBER 2013 – AUGUST 2014

#8 DEC 2013
#1 FEB 2014
#2 APRIL 2014
#3 JUNE 2014
#4 AUGUST 2014

XTL
9
7
15
16
11

MP
4
6
0
4
4

%
69.2
53.8
100
80
73.3

%
30.8
46.2
0
20
26.7

SPECIAL XTL ISSUE

9
totals
Plus 4 CNMNC newsletters

58

18

76.3

23.7

2014 – 77% crystallography (XTL), 23% Min/Pet/Environmental
2013 – 72.5 crystallography (XTL), 27.7% Min/Pet/Environmental (the increase in crystallography is due to the special issue for the
International Year of Crystallography).
No Goldschmidt abstracts were published in the journal during 2014 (convenors did not wish to do this).
SENIOR AUTHOR ORIGINS
2012
ITALY
16
AUSTRALIA
9
RUSSIA
10
USA
8
CANADA
8
CZECH
1
UK
14
GERMANY
4
JAPAN
BRAZIL
2
SPAIN
5
POLAND
3
SWITZERLAND
3
FRANCE
3
SWEDEN
DENMARK
1
CHINA
INDIA
AUSTRIA
2
ISRAEL
SLOVAKIA
ARGENTINA
SINGAPORE
HUNGARY
1
ANGOLA
1
EIRE
1
PAKISTAN
1

%
17.2
9.7
10.8
8.6
8.6
1.1
15.1
4.3
2.2
5.4
3.2
3.2
3.2
1.1

2.2

1.1
1.1
1.1
1.1

2013
13
11
10
8
7
6
6
5
4
3
2
2
1
1
1
-

%
16.3
13.8
12.5
10.0
8.8
7.5
7.5
6.3
5.0
3.8
2.5
2.5
1.3
1.3
1.3

2014
24
3
8
8
4
5
6
3
1
2
3
4
2
1
1
1
1
1

%
30.4
3.8
10.1
10.1
5.1
7.0
7.6
3.9
1.3

2.5
4.7
5.1
2.5
1.3
1.3
1.3
1.3
1.3

There has been no real change in terms of the origins of our major contributors - although Italy provides the bulk of submissions this seems to be increasing.
R. Mitchell, P. Williams
Clay Minerals
Five issues of Clay Minerals appeared between July 2013 and June 2014 (four normal printed issues and one online only issue)
which comprised 729 pages. The online issue included 10 full papers of scientific studies presented at the 5th conference on ‘‘‘Clay
and carbonate
facies and their diagenetic pathways in reservoir rocks’’ held at Cambridge, UK in 2011. The number of published papers is lower
than last year. Contents included 42 research papers, one George Brown Lecture, one paper based on an invited lecture, 2
technical notes, one editorial note, one obituary, the annual index and the referees list.
The George Brown Lecture paper: “Engineering Minerals for Performance Applications. An industrial Perspective” was written by
Jon Phipps (Imerys Minerals UK) and was based on the 14th George Brown Lecture delivered by the author in June 2013 in
Edinburgh (Minerals for Life Conference).
As usual, the research articles covered a wide range of applications (from use in industrial production of ceramic tiles to application
as selective catalysts, from geological conditions of formations of clay deposits to physical and chemical properties of clays, from
therapeutic applications of clays to radioactivity of clay-based cosmetics etc), minerals (kaolinite, halloysite montmorillonite,
saponite, hectorite, stevensite, nontronite, vermiculite, glauconite, mixed layer clays, clinoptilolite, mordenite, sepiolite, palygorskite,
maghemite, hematite, goethite and magadiite) and locations (21 countries from Western, Eastern, Northern and Southern Europe,
Africa, Middle East, Asia, North and South America). The geographical distribution of the published papers (including the GB
Lecture) is shown in the following table:

Country
UK
China
Greece
Turkey
Germany
Brazil
France

No of
papers
12
4
4
4
3
2
2

Country
Morocco
Portugal
Argentina Cameroon
Croatia
Hungary
India

No of
papers
2
2
1
1
1
1
1

Country
Indonesia
Iran
Portugal
Russia
Spain
Tunisia
USA

No of
papers
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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As has been the case for several years now, all publications were processed by e-working (submission, review, production). The
Associate Editor panel, editing and typesetting systems are all working well. Papers for each issue are handled in batches and often
appear online a month before the hard copy production date.
The Impact factor (IF) of the journal has decreased significantly compared to 2012 (0.76 vs 1.07) for the first time after several
years. The reason for this decrease is the publication of the large online special issue on radioactive waste disposal in May 2013,
which included 19 full articles plus the editorial note, thereby increasing the total number of published articles in 2013 to 58 instead
of the usual number (40-42). At the same time, the papers of this issue were available to the readership of the journal only for 6
months before the end of the year. A calculation showed that without this issue the IF for 2013 would be 1.04 i.e. identical to that of
2011 and comparable to that of 2012 (1.07). It is considered that the papers of this online issue will be cited sufficiently in the next 2
years, thereby contributing positively to the IF of the journal.
Publications Manager
No new books were published in the period under consideration but there are three new titles for the EMU series in the pipeline. A
review of the Landmark series is planned for 2015. The Society has also been working at increased marketing for its books and
journals.
Mineralogical Magazine and Clay Minerals are the subjects of separate reports from the Principal Editors.
P.J. Treloar
Distinguished Lecturer Programme
The Distinguished Lecturer Programme continued this year: lectures were delivered by Prof. K. Morris (University of Manchester)
and Prof. K. Cashman (Bristol University). Numbers attending the lectures were strong again this year.
PLANS FOR THE FUTURE
RESTRICTED FUND - Fund-raising
£1073.00 was raised from members towards the ‘Sustaining Membership fund’. This fund was formally established on 1st January
2010. The money collected is ringed-fenced with 90% invested so that the fund can grow and eventually become self-sustaining. The
other 10% is used to subsidise free student memberships and bursaries.
Trustees’ responsibilities in relation to the financial statements
The trustees are responsible for preparing the Trustees’ Report and the financial statements in accordance with applicable law and
United Kingdom Accounting Standards. The law applicable to charities in England and Wales requires the trustees to prepare
financial statements for each financial year which give a true and fair view of the state of affairs of the charity and the incoming
resources and application of resources of the charity for that period. In preparing these financial statements, the trustees are
required to:






select suitable accounting policies and then apply them consistently;
observe the methods and principles of the Charities SORP
make judgements and estimates that are reasonable and prudent;
state whether applicable accounting standards have been followed, subject to any departures disclosed and explained in
the financial statements; and;
prepare the financial statements on the going concern basis unless it is inappropriate to presume that the charity will
continue in business.

The trustees are responsible for keeping accounting records which disclose with reasonable accuracy the financial position of the
charity and enable them to ascertain to ensure that the financial statements comply with the Charities Act 2011, the Charity
(Accounts and Reports) Regulations 2008 and the provisions of the bye laws. They are also responsible for safeguarding the
assets of the charity and hence for taking reasonable steps for the prevention and detection of fraud and other irregularities. The
trustees are responsible for the maintenance and integrity of the charity and financial information included on the charity’s website.
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MINERALOGICAL SOCIETY FINANCIAL POSITION
Treasurer’s Report
The Society finances are a little better this year than last. There was a significant improvement in paper surplus (2012/13 = –£31.2
k; 2013/2014 = +£11.1 k) and an investment gain of £30.4 k.
Apart from investments, the major income of the Society is derived from publishing. The recent pattern of income can be seen
below:

Mineralogical
Magazine
Clay Minerals
Book Publishing
TOTAL

Surplus 2011/12

Surplus 2012/13

Surplus 2013/14

£82.3 k
£37.3 k
–£25.5 k
£94.1 k

£63.5 k
£18.9 k
–£39.8 k
£42.6 k

£58.0 k
£28.8 k
£2.3 k
£89.1 k

The surplus in 2013 was reduced (mainly) as a result of printing costs of DHZ III, while the benefits of that are being seen in
increased book income in 2013/14. Two things stand out:
(i) Income from the 2 journals has declined over this period by almost £20 k and, with changes such as moves towards open access
and increasing pressure on Library budgets, it seems likely that this trend will continue;
(ii) Book publishing is an activity that normally loses the Society money. Only in a year when we have a 'blockbuster' such as DHZ
III is this not the case.
Realising the potential threat to the future activity of the Society, a mid-term review was carried out. Potential cost savings and
income enhancement activities of the order of £30–40 k were identified and are scheduled to be introduced over the next 2 years.
Moreover, office costs have been stabilised this year and into the future (£177 k (2010/11), £191 k (2011/12), £209 k (2012/13),
£193 k (£2013/14)).
Finally, in order to increase transparency and allow management decisions to be made in a timely fashion, a new monthly
management account system has been established.

Auditors
A resolution reappointing David M. Rees & Associates Limited as auditors will be put to the Annual General Meeting.
Approved by the trustees on and signed on their behalf by:

J.M. Adams
Treasurer

K.M. Goodenough
General Secretary

12 Baylis Mews
Amyand Park Road
Twickenham
Middlesex TW1 3HQ
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